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Price: $ 17,500 /Monthly
MLS #: 22-1107

NUMBER OF

IN SQ FT.

BEDS

AREA

4

3,700

Exceptional Riviera estate invites you in with breathtaking and unobstructed Panoramic Ocean, City
& Harbor Views from nearly every room. Remodeled Gourmet Kitchen and recent updates. Unique
architectural details can be enjoyed throughout this 4 bd/4 ba home w/multiple arches & stone
work. The remarkable outdoor terrace w/ replace overlooks the Paci c Coast w/comfortable sitting
areas & luxury. Excellent for entertaining & privacy offering peace & tranquility. Hardwood ooring,
elegant nishings, plus a private of ce. Beautiful gardens, outdoor space to explore & great
walking area by Park. Only 7 mins to 101 Fwy, close to El Encanto, Montecito, Downtown SB &
Beach. Truly one of the best Ocean view sites to see the sailboats & cherish each day watching
sunrises & sunsets on the sea.
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License Number: 01019856

Montecito, California 93108
(805) 364-3001
(805) 252-4400
sherrysbrealestate@gmail.com

Listed by: Coldwell Banker Realty

International Award Designation Winner Sherry Lawson is not just helping people invest and
realize the dream of purchasing or selling real estate; she is building life-long
relationships with her clients. This means that she regards people in a unique way,
thinking about the long-term goals of her clients, not just the immediate purchase or sale
of property. Customers appreciate Sherry’s knowledge, integrity, hard work,
resourcefulness, loyalty, commitment, and positive thinking. Areas of Expertise: Sherry's
outstanding and well developed skills to uncover properties and locate creative real
estate opportunities enables her to bring her clients properties that others never see...
Sherry helps her clients to list their properties for sale, and assists clients in
purchasing their primary residences, second homes, and to nd quality investments. Sherry
works on a variety of high-end luxury estates, family homes, and beach properties, making
her a truly versatile agent.Sherry delivers effective solutions to make transactions go
smoothly. She enjoys analyzing properties and investments, and spends a lot of time doing
research before she shows selected properties to her clients. She knows about numerous
properties not in MLS and privately shown, she can offer her clients a broader range of
properties to select from... more opportunities than they expected. She can effectively
strategize a comprehensive marketing plan to sell your home with insights into the
marketplace and contacts, giving her clients an edge which has served well for her
sellers, including with multiple interested parties on a recent sale which brought in the
highest price for a property in that area. Sherry has lived in Santa Barbara for over 25
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years and has recommendation letters she can share with you from numerous buyers she has
helped to nd gems, bringing them fascinating opportunities and investments. She has
experience negotiating with major corporations and working with national marketing and
public relations rms, and brings that knowledge to the real estate eld enabling her to
provide superior service to her buyers and sellers, from her exceptional presentations of
ne properties, to working on real estate contracts, to the most complex transactions.
Her focus is on research and communication and she spends time educating her customers,
providing superior service and excellence. Sherry uses technology and her keen
understanding of market trends and strategies to help her clients meet their goals.
Whether you’re considering buying, selling, leasing or trading, call 805.252.4400 or email
sherrysbrealestate@gmail.com and she can answer your questions and provide you with the
latest information you need on real estate and investments.Sherry can give you specialized
insight for Montecito, Santa Barbara, Hope Ranch, Mesa, Riviera, Carpinteria, Goleta and
Santa Ynez areas. Client Testimonials... “Throughout the years of our acquaintance, Sherry
has brought me numerous well thought-out real estate investments. She always conducted
herself in a professional and diligent manner and has an excellent reputation. I have
always heard people speak well of her. I believe Sherry to be knowledgeable, trustworthy
and honest.” Sincerely, Andy Granatelli
Languages I speak
English
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